Climate model simulations produce large volumes of data, and reducing the storage burden with data compression is increasingly of interest to climate scientists. A key concern to the climate community, though, is ensuring that any data loss due to compression does not in any way affect their scientific analysis. For this reason, the climate community is taking a cautious approach to adopting lossy compression by carefully investigating the potential existence of artifacts due to compression in a wide variety of analysis settings. Spatio-temporal statistical analysis in particular can highlight compression-induced features that would go unnoticed by the standard metrics common to the data compression community. Communicating such findings to the algorithm developers in the context of a collaborative improvement cycle is one -in our view productive -way to foster trust within the climate community and pave the way for eventual adoption of lossy compression. In this work, we report on the initial results of a successful and mutually beneficial collaboration between the two communities that led to improvements in a wellregarded compression algorithm and more effective compression of climate simulation data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Earth system modeling community has taken full advantage of advances in high-performance computing to develop climate models that can be run at higher resolutions, for longer simulation periods, and for larger ensemble collections than possible even a few years ago. One of the challenges resulting from these improvements is that enormous volumes of data are now generated on a regular basis. Computing centers, such as that at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), are struggling to accommodate scientists' requests for storage and are actively looking to mitigate the flood of data coming from popular models such as the Community Earth System Model (CESM™) [1] .
Lossy compression, which does not exactly preserve the original data, is needed to meaningfully reduce output data volume for CESM, as lossless approaches achieve less than a factor of two reduction (e.g., [2] ). Over the past several years, NCAR has been looking into the feasibility of using lossy data compression to reduce CESM data storage volumes (e.g., [2] - [5] ), and while a number of other recent efforts concern applying data compression to climate data (e.g. [6] - [9] ), the NCAR team's particular focus has centered on ensuring that the scientific integrity of the data is not negatively affected by unintended artifacts due to lossy compression. In particular, in the recent work in [5] , we looked at compression-induced errors in CESM data for two well-known and popular floatingpoint compressors: ZFP [10] and SZ [11] , [12] using a variety of statistical methods at different spatiotemporal scales. Our aim was to highlight compression-induced artifacts that could be noticed by the climate science community but not necessarily by the compression community via their standard metrics. The end goal was to provide feedback to compression algorithm developers in an effort to begin collaborating to improve the algorithms themselves. In this brief paper, we report on our subsequent collaboration with the ZFP developers and provide initial promising results from a beta version of ZFP that addresses some of the findings in [5] .
II. SETUP

A. CESM data
For this study, we use the daily averages of one of the most commonly downloaded variables from the CESM Large Ensemble Community Project (CESM-LENS) [13] : surface temperature (TS). The publicly available CESM-LENS data set contains 40 ensemble runs for the period 1920-2100 and has been used for many types of climate studies, including our lossy compression evaluation in [3] . As in [5] , for this study we use time series data from 1920-2005 (i.e., the historical forcing period) for ensemble member 30, which was generated with the fully coupled one-degree latitude-longitude version of CESM with the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) v5. At this resolution, the CAM grid contains 192 × 288 grid points per vertical level and the 86-year historical forcing period contains 31,390 time slices. For reference, Figure 1 depicts the mean TS value at each gridcell across the 86-year period (the spatial weighted mean is given in the title). TS values tend to be more variable in time at high latitudes and over land, and they tend to vary more spatially over land as well.
B. ZFP compressor
The ZFP compressor [14] is widely recognized as one of the most effective high-speed lossy floating-point data compressors available. The ZFP compressor operates on d-dimensional arrays by partitioning into blocks of 4 d values, and each block is compressed independently. Data within each block is represented in block-floating-point with a single common exponent and then converted to signed integers. An orthogonal block transform (similar to the discrete cosine transform) is applied to the block of integers, which decorrelates the data and puts it in a form that is "easier to compress". Next, the signed integers are converted to negabinary representation followed by embedded encoding. While the embedded encoding is a lossless process, only the number of most significant bits required to meet the user-specified error criterion are kept and the least significant bits are discarded. Note that ZFP has a number of options for controlling the compression-induced error, including fixed-accuracy mode, fixed-rate mode, and fixed-precision mode. (See [14] , [15] for more details.)
Because the least significant bits are discarded during the embedded encoding process, the resulting n-bit approximation must be corrected in some manner to regain the original number of bits (p) upon decompression. We explain this rounding process in some detail here as we will show in Section III that the rounding method impacts the compression artifacts seen by the spatio-temporal analysis of CESM data. In ZFP version 0.5.3 (ZFP-0.5.3), which we used in [5] , this rounding essentially consists of appending the necessary number of 0bits, and we refer to this as "asymmetric rounding". In particular, the embedded encoding scheme in ZFP-0.5.3 quantizes a real coefficient, f ∈ ∆(i − 2 3 ), ∆(i + 1 3 ) , to an integer, i, where ∆ = 2 q for some integer q. Upon decompression, an approximate value,f , is reconstructed asf = ∆i. Clearly, when f is uniformly distributed within this interval (e.g., when ∆ is small relative to |f |), this asymmetric mode of rounding is suboptimal and results in negatively biased errors in the coefficient values, which after the inverse block transform give rise to a distinct error pattern within each block. Because f is expressed in negabinary, depending on the parity of q and of the maximum exponent within a block, the bias may also be positive, when f ∈ ∆(i − 1 3 ), ∆(i + 2 3 ) . An alternative approach, which we refer to as symmetric rounding, is to center the reconstructed coefficient within its interval. To do so, it is easy to see that we must add (subtract) 1 6 to (from) i upon decoding such thatf = ∆(i± 1 6 ). In negabinary, 1 6 is given by the infinite bit string .001010 . . . 10, which we simply append to i during decoding and then truncate the result to p bits (p = 32 in our study). Because of alternating signs of consecutive bits in negabinary, the concatenation of this bit string centers the coefficient regardless of exponent parity. We refer to ZFP with symmetric rounding as ZFP-ROUND, which is currently available only in beta release. 1 Note that our assumption of uniformly distributed f is usually violated when i = 0, as the distribution tends to be highly peaked around f = 0. Such locally nonuniform distributions arise either when the error tolerance is high (∆ is large) or when the data is highly correlated (f is small). In either of these cases, it is usually better to leave i uncorrected and use the approximationf = 0 (i.e., asymmetric rounding). One could imagine implementing rounding conditioned upon whether i = 0, but such conditional rounding is not investigated here.
Finally we note that ZFP WITH TIGHT ERROR can be enabled in the new beta version, and we refer to that variant as ZFP-BETA. Due to less biased and smaller errors, this flag permits the encoder to store one less bit per coefficient while still satisfying the error tolerance. Therefore, if we apply ZFP-0.5.3, ZFP-ROUND, and ZFP-BETA to the same data, the first two will achieve the same compression ratio as only the rounding differs, while ZFP-BETA achieves more compression by encoding fewer bits, possibly at the expense of larger errors.
C. Applying compression
The CESM-LENS timeseries file size for TS is roughly 3.8 GB and contains single precision data. We apply ZFP to each of the 31,390 time slices independently for simplicity (while we could compress more than one time slice at a time, we cannot expect to be able to compress all time slices at once for most production output, and thus would need to divide the data temporally, complicating our analysis). We focus exclusively on ZFP's fixed accuracy mode, which compresses each block of data such that the specified maximum absolute error is respected. We chose a wide range of absolute error tolerances for this analysis: 1.0, 0.5, 1.0e−1, 1.0e−2, 1.0e−3, 1.0e−4, and 1.0e−5 (the latter of which results in lossless compression for this particular data set). Note that we define the compression ratio (CR) as the ratio of the size of the compressed variable data to that of the original variable data, meaning that smaller ratios indicate more compression.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In [5] , we looked for compression artifacts that were evident through spatio-temporal statistical analysis but would not be noticed in a standard analysis of RMSE (root mean-squared error) or similar metrics. In this section, we discuss a subset of the findings with ZFP-0.5.3 in [5] that inspired the updates to ZFP described in the previous section that use the new symmetric rounding mode: ZFP-ROUND and ZFP-BETA. For reference, Table I provides the mean error, RMSE, and CR for all three variants of ZFP on timeseries TS data at multiple absolute error tolerances. While the compression community commonly considers RMSE (or mean absolute error), climate scientists are often interested in the mean error. We note though that the global mean errors are not particularly meaningful in this context due to cancellations across locations. We also note that the CRs in Table I for ZFP-0.5.3 and ZFP-ROUND are the same as they use the same encoding, while ZFP-BETA can achieve a better compression rate by dropping additional bits such that the error bound is tighter. This adjustment in ZFP-BETA also results in the reconstructed data for ZFP-BETA with tolerance 0.5 being equivalent to ZFP-ROUND with tolerance 1.0 (both use symmetric rounding).
A. Mean errors
We look at gridcell-level errors averaged across time for the daily TS data, as shown in Figure 2 . Blue and red indicate positive and negative error, respectively. First we consider the artifacts with ZFP-0.5.3. Note the regular 4x4 error pattern corresponding to the ZFP blocks (e.g., error analysis in [10] ) seen across the entire grid (see close-up in Figure 3 ), though the dominant sign of the error appears to flip at the poles. From a climate data science point of view, we could not come up with an explanation as to the reason for the difference in error bias at the poles. However, the ZFP team pointed out that the transition occurs across a binary exponent boundary as the temperature drops below 256 • K near the poles. Because ZFP-0.5.3 rounds asymmetrically, the rounding direction (and thus bias) is affected by the parity of the exponent within the block.
When the rounding type is changed to symmetric as in ZFP-ROUND or ZFP-BETA, this artifact disappears and the mean errors are reduced rather significantly. In addition, a new pattern emerges in that the error average is very close to zero over land, while a more pronounced grid pattern remains over the oceans. This phenomenon was unexpected in terms of the climate data as the ocean temperatures are smoother (both spatially and temporally), and thus we would expect "easier" to compress data leading to smaller errors. However, from the perspective of the compressor, because the temperature varies less spatially over the ocean than land, the ZFP coefficients are likely to be quite small and often quantized to zero over the ocean, particularly for larger error tolerances. In this case, the asymmetric rounding in ZFP-0.5.3 is typically more appropriate as it rounds to zero. This theory could be confirmed by implementing a hybrid rounding scheme that determines what rounding mode to use depending on the coefficient size, and we plan to explore this in future work.
Another interesting observation comes from considering the mean error patterns at tolerance 1e−4. For this case, the ZFP-BETA mean errors are notably larger than the other two approaches (in contrast to comparisons at larger tolerances). The difference between ZFP-BETA and the other approaches is the use of ZFP WITH TIGHT ERROR as noted in Section II-B. In addition, at tolerance 1e−4 the ZFP-ROUND variant now shares the sign reversal at the poles that was not evident at larger tolerances but evident in ZFP-0.5.3. The reason for these issues at 1e−4 is another subtle point uncovered by the ZFP developers, which we briefly summarize. A user-specified tolerance of 1e−4 corresponds to an effective tolerance of 2 −14 for ZFP, and it can be shown that this tolerance is where the data is nearly losslessly encoded (recall that 1e−5 results in lossless compression). That is, the tolerance relative to the range of values is on the order of 2 −14−8 = 2 −22 , or just above machine epsilon of = 2 −23 . Here, the only possible errors within the tolerance are a handful of discrete values that are poorly approximated as uniformly distributed, among which symmetric rounding favors some values over others. For larger tolerances, the error distribution is closer to uniform, while for smaller tolerances (e.g., 1e−5), the error must be zero. We note that the uncompressed data is already contaminated with relative rounding errors on the order of , i.e., similar to the compression errors. Finally, we reiterate that while the mean error patterns in Figure 2 lead to useful observations, the values of the overall means found in this study are so small that they can be considered random.
B. Standard deviations
The spatial patterns of error variances give an indication as to whether the effectiveness of the compression varies by location. Ideally these error variances would be spatially uniform and not feature any systematic patterns (e.g., differences at the poles or over land). Figure 4 shows the log 10 ratio of the error variance at each gridcell location divided by the global pooled variance, where the pooled variance is the spatial average of the gridcell-level variances. We show the same subset of error tolerances as for the mean in Figure 2 . Note that a positive (negative) ratio indicates that the local error variance is larger (smaller) than the global pooled error variance at that location.
The differences between the ZFP approaches are quite clear in these spatial patterns and complement the mean error plots. For example, for tolerance 1e−4, ZFP-BETA looks the most uniform as it is not showing the artifacts at the poles evident in ZFP-0.5.3 and ZFP-ROUND. It also doesn't feature the gridding patterns evident at larger error tolerances. However, for the reasons discussed in III-A, the pooled standard deviation for this error tolerance is also larger and in conjunction with the patterned mean, still indicates a requirement for algorithm refinement. In general, though, with the exception of 1e−4, the two approaches with symmetric rounding have less pronounced artifacts than ZFP-0.5.3, and their error patterns look quite uniform at tolerance 1e−2 (as well as 1e−3, which is not shown). 
C. Temporal correlations
We now compare the temporal correlation structure at the gridcell level in the original TS output to the reconstructed output. In particular, Figure 5 shows the computed correlation between the first differences of the de-seasonalized TS values that are one day apart (i.e., lag-1 autocorrelations). We firstdifference and de-seasonalize the data in order to (approximately) remove temporal trends and seasonal cycles before computing the correlation. This is a typical example of the type of analysis climate scientists might perform to detect subtle differences otherwise hidden by large-scale features. We note that negative values are a result of over-differencing and do not imply that the original series is negatively correlated in time. Further, correlation of the original (uncompressed data) is not explicitly shown in Figure 5 as it is visually identical to the results for all three ZFP variants at a tolerance of 1e−2. At the larger error tolerances of 1.0 and 0.5 the data compressed with all ZFP variants show dampened correlations, in particular over the oceans, and obvious gridding artifacts. They are more pronounced for ZFP-BETA than for ZFP-0.5.3 and ZFP-ROUND, with the latter two being very similar. At a tolerance of 1e−1, ZFP-0.5.3 and ZFP-ROUND are visually indistinguishable from the original (i.e. the plots shown for error tolerance 1e−2), while ZFP-BETA still shows some remnants of dampening and the gridding structure.
D. Contrast variances
Contrast variances, which can be thought of as averagesquared gradients, illustrate the finescale spatial dependence structure of the data. It is reasonable to evaluate compression quality for TS by looking for possible artifacts or biases in the contrast variances in the compressed output because temperature varies relatively smoothly between neighboring gridcells (e.g., see [16] ) and climate scientists commonly use gradients in their analyses.
The East-West contrast variances for month m, latitude L, and longitude l are defined as 
where T l,L (m, d, y) is the temperature at that location in day d, month m, and year y, and D is the number of days in the month of interest. East-West TS contrast variances for June are shown in Figure 6 , and the ratios of average contrast variances of the compressed to the original output (averaging globally, over land only, and over ocean only) are listed in Table II. In general, contrast variances in the compressed output are typically larger than in the original output (indicating increased fine-scale spatial variation), and compression-induced enhancement is larger over the ocean than the land. For all ZFP variants contrast variances are equivalent to the original for an error tolerance of 1e−1, while increased fine-scale variation is most pronounced for ZFP-BETA for the two larger error tolerances. We note that ZFP does particularly well at preserving contrast variants compared to other lossy compressors that we have studied (e.g., see [5] ), so investigating contrast variances is a rather useful metric when comparing across different compressors.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have highlighted the progress thus far of a productive collaboration between compression algorithm developers and climate model application specialists. In particular, we demonstrate that a thoughtful spatio-temporal statistical analysis can draw attention to issues that would not typically be picked up by standard compression metrics, but can prove relevant for climate scientists analyzing their simulation data. To encourage the climate community to fully adapt lossy compression, we want to pro-actively address these artifacts by collaborating with the compression algorithm developers.
Here we have demonstrated that feedback from the analysis of CESM simulation output data affected changes to the popular ZFP compressor. The modification to ZFP improved outcomes in this climate data analysis and should benefit ZFP users in other application areas as well.
As noted in Section II-A, the CESM-LENS data that we use for our experiments can be openly accessed. 2 In the future, we plan to make compressed variants of the data publicly available as well. We are also actively developing a more general testing suite (open source) for evaluating artifacts due to lossy compression that will easily integrate into the CESM post-processing workflows. Finally, we note that we hope to expand this work by actively collaborating with the developers of other popular lossy compressors, such as SZ [11] , [12] , MGARD [17] , or Bit Grooming [9] , for example. 
